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The advantage of this  form  is,  that  as  the  rubbing surfaces wear,  the slide  follows  down  and  takes  up  both the  vertical and lateral wear.    The objection to this  form is that the pressure is not applied at right angles to the   wearing   surfaces, as it is in the flat guide shown in h.    'But in 6, a gib must be provided to take up the lateral wear.    The gib   is either a wedge or a strip with parallel   sides   backed   up by screws   and   offers danger of localized pressure or binding,    (Uiides of these forms are used for planer-tables.    The weight of the table itself holds the surfaces in contact,  and if the table  is light the tendency of a heavy side cut would be to force the table up one of the angular surfaces away from the other.    If the table is very heavy, however, there is little danger of this, and hence the angular guides of large planers are much Hatter than those of smaller ones.    In some  cases one  of the  guides  of a  planer table is angular and the other is flat.    The side bearings of the* flat guide may then be omitted, as the lateral wear is taken up by the angular guide.    This arrangement  is undoubtedly good if both guides wear down equally fast.
As regards lathe beds, while English practice favors the flat way, the form of guide used in America is almost exclusively the inverted V. The angle for small lathes is cp° and increases slightly in obtuseness with the larger si/es. The main advantage of the inverted V form is that of automatic, certain adjustment, the adjustment with flat ways depending upon the use of gibs. On the other hand, the flat ways oiler a more distributed support to the carriage, which is therefore less apt to spring under the stress of a heavy cut than if supported solely at the outer Vs. Fig. 114^4 shows a modern compromise as adopted on a small lathe. Fig. 115 shows several forms of sliding surfaces such as are used for lathes, shapers, milling machines, etc.

